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Spec.

Magnetic Connection
Mix & Match
Flexiblelove In Action

NO WORRIES
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U.S. Patented
Fire/Splash Fear Not
Beautiful Facet
Pet friendly & Keep it clean

Smart storage
Air strap
Keep the chair flexible
**STANDER SIZE**

- Min length: 6 in / 14 cm
- Product weight: 51 lb / 23 kg
- Weight capacity: 2500 lb / 1100 kg
- Color palette: [ ] [ ]

**BENCH SIZE**

- Min length: 4 in / 11 cm
- Product weight: 26 lb / 12 kg
- Weight capacity: 2500 lb / 1100 kg
- Color palette: [ ] [ ]
STANDER SIZE

Max length 13 ft / 400 cm

BENCH SIZE

Max length 13 ft / 400 cm

UP TO 8 Adults
SUPPORTS 2500 / 1100 lb / kg

Stretch

copyright FlexibleLove 2017
STEP 1

Hold each end of the chair then **STRETCH**!
Don't lose hold stretching.
**STEP 2**

Stretch to it's maximum length.

*Please see page 3.

**STEP 3**

Sit at each end for 5 minutes!
Do the above for few times more.

*If it is hard to shape, please extend the seating time.
Choose a shape and have fun!

**TIP**
Always remember to stretch your FlexibleLove seating to its max length at least 5 mins long at a time. Repeat the stretch step and loosen the seating for easy shapes.

↓
Easier connection
MAGENETIC CONNECTION

Within strong magnets in both sideboards, now it’s time to improvise any shapes and extend with multiple seatings hands down.
FLEXIBLELOVE IN ACTION

**CREATIVE SPACE**
Library, classroom, museum and co-working space

**HOSPITALITY SPACE**
Hotels, resorts, restaurants, clubs and bars

**EVENT PLANNING**
Trade show, brand convention, fashion week, wedding

↓ Repeat
REPEAT

Smart Storage
keep the chair flexible

↓

Smart storage
STRAP: SMART STORAGE

STEP 1
Wrap the belt around FlexibleLove seating.

STEP 2
Wrap the belt to its minimal width.

STEP 3
Fasten and keep the belt tight for storage.

ps. Press the sideboard against the ground would make it easier!

↓ Repeat
KEEP THE CHAIR FLEXIBLE

One step back to the best shape

80%

No worries
NO WORRIES

U.S. Patented
Fire / Splash fear not
Beautiful Facet
Pet friendly
Keep it clean

↓
U.S. patented
U.S. PATENTED

The approval from certification system on product quality makes sure your seat safely is always the first thing on our mind.
FIRE / SPLASH FEAR NOT

FIRE FEAR NOT
FlexibleLove seating is fire retardant/flame proof, fire rating documentation is available upon request.

SPLASH FEAR NOT
The long paper fiber of kraft, enhances the durability and flexibility of the seating while also making it rather splash-resistant.
BEAUTIFUL FACET

With use, the edges of the paper gently soften and crush, prevent from paper cut with softer touch and does not affect the strong support of the seating.
PET FRIENDLY

The strong and high density of honeycomb structure only makes scratches soften the surface of seating.

KEEP IT CLEAN

Gently vacuum the seating and wipe the woodboards with dry cloth.
ABOUT US

What makes a vibrant community?
It starts with creative seating.

At FlexibleLove, the most important thing is the community, we see ourselves more than just public space furniture but the catalyst of interaction and communication between people. Fascinated by the beauty, flexibility, and incredible durability of kraft honeycomb structure, in 2005, we have taken the initiative to use it to make furniture. This strong curiosity led us to the creation of FlexibleLove seating with 100% recyclable wood fibre material.

Seating friends, families, lovers, and teammates all over the world, FlexibleLove has been invited to Milan Design Week, Paris Fashion week, Designer’s Days Paris, and collected by MoMA New York and MAK museum in Austria.